TRAINER'S BOX Full Products Catalogue

Products

Price

$

Presentation Kits
100 Tricks of The Trade For Mentor Training
A Complete Kit for Train the Trainer Courses
200 Customizable Slides
Fit for 40 hours Training
50 Ways for Anger Management
A Complete Kit for Anger Management Courses
200 Customizable Slides
Fit for 30 hours Training
50 Tips on Excellent Communication for Life
A Complete Kit for Communication Courses
200 Customizable Slides
Fit for 30 hours Training
50 Golden Rules for Leading Teams
A Complete Kit for Leadership Courses
200 Customizable Slides
Fit for 30 hours Training

$49.99

$39.99

$39.99

$39.99

50 Surefire Tools to Get Work Done on Time
200 Customizable Slides
Fit for 30 hours Training

$39.99

50 Tricks to Persuade and Influence People
200 Customizable Slides
Fit for 30 hours Training

$39.99

50 Basics for Successful Project Management
200 Customizable Slides
Fit for 30 hours Training

$39.99

50 Ways to Be a Million Dollar Salesman
200 Customizable Slides
Fit for 30 hours Training

$39.99

Games
Communication Skills Games
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Hear Me Out
This is a listening skills game to develop empathy in communication skills
by helping your learners practice active and effective listening.
Mirror Me
A communication skills game that develops awareness of body language
and how it plays an important role in empathetic interaction between
communication partners.
Thought Reeler
A communication game that develops effective listening and interaction
within the group.

Names Hunt
A game that teaches people ways to remember the names of people they
have just met.

Face Off
This game allows your trainees to develop effective listening skills and
analytical thinking to recognize people’s moods and develop a better
understanding of their intentions.
Meet and Greet
This game will allow participants to introduce themselves to one another,
break the ice, and develop effective listening skills.

Color Zen Energizer
An energizer to highlight the importance of body language and illustrate
how people who are skilled in non-verbal communication can reach their
targets faster and more easily.
Selfie
This game will allow participants to develop empathetic listening skills and
allow them to get to know their colleagues on a deeper level. This is an
important step in developing trust and team building.
Topsy Turvy
This game is a role play game that will stretch the mental flexibility of your
trainees and allow them to promptly and creatively respond to the most
challenging situations.
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Toss and Mix
This game will allow your participants to explore the different ways that a
single message can be communicated verbally.

$4.99

A Hundred Meanings
This game will allow your participants to become aware of the different
meanings their non-verbal communication and intonation can convey.

$4.99

About Me
This game allows your trainees to realize that a job title may not entirely
reflect who someone really is.

$4.99

Ditto
This game will develop your learners' communication skills using
interactive body language.

$4.99

Frozen
This is a funny game that will help your trainees express themselves using
their body language.

$4.99

Figure It Out
This game tests the cognitive skills of people in recognizing the possible
meanings of English idioms they have probably never heard before.

Follow Me
This game makes trainees consider different communication styles needed
when giving instructions or coaching other people.

Treasure Hunt
This step-by-step game will help trainers and leaders identify the most
important core values for the team they are working with in order to
maintain focus and collaborate effectively.
Friends
This game allows trainees to express their feelings and impressions about
what they are learning and learn what to do if they want to change that
feeling.
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Retreat
This exercise emphasizes how efficient active listening skills are best
practiced and how crucial they are in influencing others.

Survival Craft
This game allows participants to express themselves in writing and
problem-solve creatively. This gives the team an opportunity to learn from
each other and share lessons learned.

$4.99

$4.99

Mr. No
This game will help your trainees avoid sending negative messages that
could easily block communication.

$4.99

Magnetized
This game helps people in understanding body language and identifying
the team's psychological leader who influences their behaviors.

$4.99

Team Building Games
Transformers
This game encourages creative thinking and team building and will help
each team member becomes appreciative of the skills and values they can
learn from others.
Memory Buster
This collaborative game develops your trainees' memory and competition
skills while working as a team to resolve problems.

Selfie
This game will allow participants to develop empathetic listening skills and
get to know their colleagues on a deeper level. This is an important step
in developing trust and team building.

$4.99

$4.99

$4.99

Invasion
This game makes learners aware of whether they recognize the priorities
of the people they work with.

$4.99

Utopia
This game helps in developing teams by teaching the art of collaboration
to achieve a shared a goal.

$4.99
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Ping Pong
This role play game helps in team building, conflict management, change
management and creative problem solving.

$4.99

Tool Box Bravado
This fun game helps team members become aware of and appreciate each
other's roles.

$4.99

Jigsaw Puzzle
This is a game to help learners recognize their roles within a team using
negotiation skills.

$4.99

Titans Clash
The goal of this game is to develop competitive skills when challenged by
another person or group. This game will also help in collaboration.

$4.99

Treasure Hunt
This step-by-step game will help trainers and leaders identify the most
important core values for the team they are working with to maintain
focus and collaborate effectively.
Speedometer
This game develops your trainees' team building skills through thinking
creatively and collaborating as a group.

$4.99
$4.99

Train The Trainer Games
Follow Me
This game makes trainees consider different communication styles needed
while giving instructions or coaching other people.

Bomber Stunt
This is a Train-the-Trainer game which stretches your learners' skills to
become naturally funny trainers and helps them manage a situation in
which their audiences are not responding to their comedic efforts.

$4.99

$4.99

Red Carpet
This game will enhance your participants’ presentation skills. By allowing
them to prepare an unexpected presentation on short notice, your group
will be able to interact and learn from each other in a hilarious way!
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Check Up
This game will allow you to monitor how your trainees are engaged in the
learning process and discover what expectations they have.

Cobweb
This game will allow your trainees to connect the topic for the training to
pre-definitions and allows your trainees to relate to one another's
thoughts and presuppositions.
Friends
This game allows trainees to express their feelings and impressions about
what they are learning and to learn what to do if they want to change that
feeling.
Shuffle Party
This game will help you know more about your participants' expectations
of your training including how they prioritize training objectives. This
game also builds your trainees' skills in influencing others.
Whistle Detector
This is a challenging and effective game for trainers to ensure that
participants are engaged in the training process.

Mind Twirl
This is a 'role play' game that assesses presentation skills and how
participants can use creativity to influence others.

$4.99

$4.99

$4.99

$4.99

$4.99

$4.99

NLP and Memory Games
Deep Dive
This game allows participants to reflect on how to manage challenges and
to analyze how positive and negative thinking can influence results.

$4.99

Names Hunt
A game that teaches people ways to remember the names of people they
have just met.

$4.99

Memory Buster
This collaborative game develops your trainees' memory and competition
skills while working as a team to resolve problems.

$4.99
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Mr. No
This game will help your trainees avoid sending negative messages that
could block communication.
Memory Rush
This game improves and enhances communication skills and stretches
your trainees' memory skills in order to build rapport and make smooth
introductions when meeting people.
X Ray
This game allows your trainees to understand their own behaviors and the
behavior of others on a deeper level.

Bubble Burst
This game will help in changing your participants' perception towards
negative situations and allow them to replace negative thoughts with
positive ones.
Screenshot
This game will exercise you trainees' ability to memorize information.

NLP Quest
This game allows your participants to develop insight about what they will
learn throughout your Neuro-Linguistic Programming training.

Swap It
This game will allow your trainees to become aware of the behaviors they
would like to retain and develop versus the behaviors they would like to
change.

$4.99

$4.99

$4.99

$4.99

$4.99

$4.99

$4.99

Anger Management & Relaxation Games
Deep Dive
This game allows participants to objectively reflect on how to manage
challenges and to analyze how positive and negative thinking can influence
results.
Counter Script
The purpose of this exercise is to help your trainees relax as they shift
their focus to an anxiety-distracting technique.
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Creativity & Dealing with Change Games
Topsy Turvy
This is a role play game that will stretch the mental flexibility of your
trainees and allow them to respond promptly and creatively to the most
challenging situations.
Guess What
This is a game that helps learners to brainstorm creatively in a playful and
fun way.

Action Auction
This is a game that develops the problem solving skills of trainees and
boosts their ability to encourage and empower others to make change
happen.
Wise and Wiser
This fun game helps develop the learners' ability to deal with change and
to think creatively.

Lost Island
This game encourages creativity and team work for your participants. They
will be asked to work creatively on achieving a goal within a limited
timeframe.
Star Wars
This game develops your trainees' creative thinking skills and imagination.

Transformers
This game encourages creative thinking and team building and will help
each team member becomes appreciative of the skills and values they can
learn from others.

$4.99
$4.99

$4.99

$4.99

$4.99

$4.99

$4.99

Roller Coaster
This game improves creative thinking skills and helps your trainees accept
that they need to try a lot of ideas in order to find a good one.

$4.99

Gravity
This game will help your participants find unexpected connections
between one another.

$4.99
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Leadership Games
Cheer Leaders
This game will help trainees identify their own management style and
define the qualities of different leadership styles.

$4.99

Wonder Pops
This game allows participants to think creatively about the abstract
perspective of leadership as well as roles and responsibilities.

$4.99

Magnetized
This game helps people in understanding body language and identifying
the team's psychological leader who influences their behaviors.

$4.99

Jigsaw Puzzle
This is a game that uses negotation skills to help learners recognize their
roles within a team.

$4.99

Utopia
This game helps in developing teams by teaching the art of collaboration
to achieve a shared a goal.

$4.99

Invasion
This game encourages your learners to develop their team building and
leadership skills by allowing them to respond only to messages they find
interesting and important.
Wish Bone
This game illustrates the sometimes improbable criteria people use when
choosing a leader.

Treasure Hunt
This step-by-step game will help trainers and leaders identify the most
important core values for the team they are working with to maintain
focus and collaborate effectively.

$4.99
$4.99

$4.99

Time Management Games
Timeline
A communication exercise that identifies how aware each team member is
of the tasks others expect them to deliver versust the tasks others will
deliver, including the preferred communication channel.
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Seasons
This game will help your trainees organize their workspace, which will help
them manage their time and eliminate waste.

$4.99

Marketing and Branding Games
Mind Storm
This game encourages creativity and allows your participants to compete
in defining and understanding basic marketing concepts.

$4.99

Wow Factor
This game will help your trainees to write effective marketing scripts for
products in order to influence their potential buyers.

$4.99

Project Management Games
Mash Up
This game allows your project team to think about who might be involved
in actions that can cripple a project, and builds insights on preventing
these issues from occurring.

$4.99

Perfect Twins
This game allows participants to learn important concepts for project
management in a fun, interactive way.

$4.99

A to Z
This game improves your team members' ability to sequence the critical
steps or milestones required to successfully complete a project.

$4.99

Influence and Persuasion Games
Trade Off
This game enhances your participants' negotiation and persuasion skills to
influence others.

$4.99

Sales and Negotiation Games
Mind Twirl
A 'role play' game that assesses presentation skills and how participants
can use their creativity to convince and influence others.
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Trade Off
This game enhances your participant's negotiation and persuasion skills to
influence others.

$4.99

Retreat
This exercise emphasizes how efficient active listening skills are best
practiced and how crucial they are in influencing others.

$4.99

Decision Making And Problem Solving Games
Action Auction
This is a game that develops the problem solving skills of trainees and
boosts their ability to encourage and empower others to make change
happen.

$4.99

Alien Shooter
This is a game that will help your participants set their goals and develop a
mindset of getting what they want in life.

$4.99

Ping Pong
This is a role play game that helps in team building, conflict management,
change management and creative problem solving.

$4.99

Guess What
This is a game that helps learners to brainstorm creatively in a playful and
fun way.

$4.99

Survival Craft
This game allows participants to express themselves in writing and
problem-solve creatively. This gives the team an opportunity to learn from
each other and share lessons learned.

$4.99

Icebreakers
Communications Skills Icebreakers
Burden Dumper
This icebreaker allows trainees to metaphorically dump their concerns so
that they can focus on the training, enjoy it and learn more.
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Elephant Mania
This icebreaker helps the participants recognize how reality can be
perceived and understood in many different ways. It teaches people how
to feel relaxed and not to see change as a challenge or a threat.
Eye Power
This icebreaker enhances critical thinking and shows that personal
perception varies from person to person. It teaches people how to feel
relaxed and not to see change as a challenge or a threat.

$4.99

$4.99

Faces
This icebreaker illustrates that you can see more details when you look at
a given situation from different angles.

$4.99

What If
This game allows the trainees to get to know each other and encourages
dialogue in a light and funny way.

$4.99

Distortions
This icebreaker will make your trainees realize how much their
perceptions can be distorted by external factors.

$4.99

High Five
An icebreaker to encourage trainees to get introduced in a fun and
creative way.

$4.99

Team Building Icebreakers
Heads and Tails
This icebreaker demonstrates the value and importance of team effort
when gathering information and details.
Buddies
This game lets participants get to know each other, and builds the team by
facilitating expression of preferences to find common attributes or
hobbies.
Chocoholic
This icebreaker helps you to develop groups for training activities in a
creative and fun way.

Train-The-Trainer Icebreaker
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Hysteria
A funny icebreaker to give the group a good laugh and generate positive
energy in the room. This icebreaker will help you become a naturally funny
trainer.

$4.99

NLP and Memory Icebreakers
Turbo Blast
This icebreaker will help your trainees warm up and stretch before
engaging in their training or workplace duties and will allow them to feel
refreshed.

$4.99

Brain Race
An icebreaker which will ramp up your trainees' attention and working
memory.

$4.99

Brain Teaser
This icebreaker will stimulate the concentration skills of your participants
and will help them to practice focus.

$4.99

Color Mania
This icebreaker is a neuropsychological evaluation for your participants; it
measures their mental vitality and flexibility.

$4.99

Falsy Reflection
This is a engaging icebreaker that allows your trainees to exercise their
short-term memory, identification and analytical skills.

$4.99

Anger Management and Relaxation Icebreaker
Magic Trick
This game allows your participants to take a breath and unwind.

$4.99

Creativity and Dealing With Change Icebreakers
Turn the Fish
This icebreaker encourages learners to find creative solutions to solve
problems using as few resources as possible.
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Birthday
This icebreaker will help your trainees build and develop their cognitive
skills, creative thinking and executive functions.

$4.99

Infusion
This engaging icebreaker will improve your participants' analytical
perception and creative thinking.

$4.99

Match Up
This icebreaker creates connections in the temporal lobe by having
participants hunt for relationships between two seemingly unrelated
objects.

$4.99

Must be Nuts
This is an interesting icebreaker with a riddle, designed to exercise the
analytic functions of your participants, including abstract reasoning,
hypothesis testing and implicit assumptions.

$4.99

Box It Up
This icebreaker offers a problem solving challenge that will stretch your
participants' ability to visualize images and scenarios.

$4.99

Leadership Icebreakers
Burden Dumper
This icebreaker allows trainees to metaphorically dump their concerns so
that they can focus on the training, enjoy it and learn more.

Dancing Spirals
This icebreaker allows your trainees to realize how perception is relative
and highlights the difficulties that occur when we are perceiving a
particular reality.
Moods
This fun and exciting icebreaker will allow your participants to actively
engage in answering a random series of questions about themselves in
order to get to know each other better.

Project Management Icebreakers
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Balance It Out
This icebreaker exercises your participants' executive functions, including
planning and spatial processing.

$4.99

Influence and Persuasion Icebreakers
High Five
This icebreaker encourages trainees to get to know each other in a fun and
creative way.

$4.99

Decision Making and Problem Solving Icebreakers
Triangle Mingle
This icebreaker encourages learners to find creative solutions to solve
problems using as few resources as they can.

$4.99

Lost Number
This fun icebreaker stretches your participants' pattern recognition,
hypothesis testing, and logic.

$4.99

Scale Factor
This thrilling icebreaker uncovers the executive function of your brain
using pattern recognition, hypothesis testing and logic.

$4.99

Secret Code
This icebreaker enhances the cognitive and problem-solving skills of the
group.

$4.99

Must be Nuts
This is an interesting icebreaker with a riddle, designed to exercise the
analytic functions of your participants, including abstract reasoning,
hypothesis testing and implicit assumptions.

$4.99

Tests
Communication Skills Tests
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What Is Your Leadership Style?
This is a test to quickly let you know your personality type by analyzing
your behavior.

$7.99

What Is Your Learning Style
Thirty questions that reveal your trainees' learning styles: visual, auditory
or kinesthetic? Answer key is included.

$7.99

Social Personality Type Assessment
Twenty-five questions that reveal your trainees' personality type:
analytical, expressive, directive or kinesthetic? Answer key is included.

$7.99

Team Building Tests
What Is Your Leadership Style?
This is a test to quickly let you know your personality type by analyzing
your behavior.

Do You Know The Least Preferred Co-Worker?
This test measures leadership style by allowing participants to describe a
coworker they had difficulty completing a job with-- not necessarily
someone they dislike, but someone they did not like working with.
Were You Properly Oriented For Your New Job?
Think back to your first day on the job with your current company. Read
each statement and check True or False as it relates to the orientation you
received.

$7.99

$7.99

$7.99

Train The Trainer Tests
Are You a Life-Long Learner?
This test quickly examines if you perceive continuous learning as an
opportunity or an obstacle.

$7.99

Social Personality Type
Twenty-five questions that reveal trainees' personality type: analytical,
expressive, directive or kinesthetic? Answer key is included.

$7.99

NLP and Memory Tests
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Emotional Disturbances Worksheet
This is a worksheet which will help you transform thoughts that cause you
emotional disturbances into something more manageable.

Are You Aware Of Your Self Worth?
This quick and simple test helps your trainees evaluate their sense of selfworth and whether they have problems that could be preventing them
from pursuing their goals.

$7.99

$7.99

Irrational Beliefs Test
This is a tool that can reveal the presence of irrational thoughts and beliefs
that may be getting in the way of your trainees' success.

$7.99

Can You Control Your Anger?
Ten questions that measure if a participant's anger is manageable,
moderate or out of control. Answer Key is included

$7.99

Anger Management & Relaxation Tests
Emotional Disturbances Worksheet
This is a worksheet which will help you transform thoughts that cause you
emotional disturbances into something more manageable.
Are You Aware Of Your Self Worth?
This quick and simple test helps your trainees evaluate their sense of selfworth and whether they have problems that could be preventing them
from pursuing their goals.
Can You Control Your Anger?
Ten questions to measure if a participant's anger is manageable, moderate
or out of control. Answer Key is included.

$7.99
$7.99
$7.99

Leadership Tests
What Is Your Leadership Style?
Twenty-five questions to discover trainees' personality type: analytical,
expressive, directive or kinesthetic? Answer key is included.
Do You Know The Least Preferred Co-Worker?
This test measures leadership style by allowing participants to describe a
coworker they had difficulty completing a job with-- not necessarily
someone they dislike, but someone they did not like working with.
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Are You a Micro Manager Test?
This test will quickly let you know if you are inclined to over-control and
micro-manage your team.

$7.99

Can You Develop Succession Plans?
A test which assesses your participants' knowledge of basic practices for
preparing an effective succession plan in their organization.

$7.99

Can You Manage Risks?
This short test assess your employees' general knowledge about risk
principles and uncertainty.

$7.99

Can You Plan For Recruitment?
This is a quiz to help recruitment specialists in analyzing the jobs and
predicting the growth of people they hire.

$7.99

Are You An Effective Recruiter?
A short test to assess your trainees' skills in attracting the right employees
and assessing their behavior.

$7.99

Are You An Influencer?
A short test to verify if your trainees are aware of the concepts for
persuading people and influencing people's behavior.

$7.99

Are You Ready To Manage People?
A short test to check your Human Resources Specialist's basic knowledge
in recruiting employees and implementing organizational standards.

$7.99

Are You a Life-Long Learner?
This test quickly examines if you perceive continuous learning as an
opportunity or an obstacle.

$7.99

Can You Hire/Fire Professionally?
Advanced Human Resource Management Quiz: This quiz assesses the
knowledge of Human Resource Specialists regarding legal, financial, and
behavioral factors when recruiting people.

$7.99
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Social Personality Type
Twenty-five questions that reveal trainees' personality type: analytical,
expressive, directive or kinesthetic? Answer key is included.

Can You Control Your Anger?
Ten questions to measure if a participant's anger is manageable, moderate
or out of control. Answer Key is included

$7.99

$7.99

Time Management Tests
Can You Effectively Manage Time?
A short test to assess your participant's ability to prioritize their tasks and
use effective tools to complete tasks within a specific timeframe.

Can You Schedule Efficiently?
Effective Planning and Scheduling Quiz: A quick quiz that measures your
ability to plan and schedule your priorities to get things done within a
given time frame.
Are You a Procrastinator?
This test examines if you have an internal tendency to procrastinate. You
will mark to what extent particular statements relate to your
characteristics and behavior patterns.
Are You Organized?
This quiz measures your ability to organize and plan your time. Based on
the results, you will be able to highlight what points you need to focus on
in order to manage your time effectively.

$7.99

$7.99

$7.99

$7.99

Project Management Tests
Are You a Micro Manager Test?
This test will quickly let you know if you are inclined to over-control and
micro-manage your team.

Do You Understand Risk Concepts?
A multiple-choice test to assess your trainees' knowledge of the basic
steps needed to manage risks.
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Can You Effectively Manage Time?
A short test to assess your participant's ability to prioritize their tasks and
use effective tools to complete tasks within a specific timeframe.

$7.99

Is Your Succession Plan Effective?
A quick test to examine your participants' knowledge of the basic
requirements for preparing an effective, updated and applicable
succession plan within their organization.

$7.99

Can You Develop Succession Plans?
A test which assesses your participants' knowledge of basic practices for
preparing an effective succession plan in their organization.

$7.99

What Is Your Risk Tolerance?
This test measures your trainees' aversion to risks and whether they are
aware of their cautiousness.

$7.99

Can You Manage Risks?
This short test assess your employees' general knowledge about risk
principles and uncertainty.

$7.99

Can You Plan For Recruitment?
This is a quiz to help recruitment specialists in analyzing the jobs and
predicting the growth of people they hire.

$7.99

Are You An Effective Recruiter?
A short test to assess your trainees' skills in attracting the right employees
and assessing their behavior.

$7.99

Do You Have Project Management Basics?
This test assesses your trainees' level of knowledge about project
management practices.

$7.99

Are You Ready To Manage People?
A short test to check your Human Resources Specialist's basic knowledge
in recruiting employees and implementing organizational standards.

$7.99
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Can You Schedule Efficiently?
Effective Planning and Scheduling Quiz: A quick quiz that measures your
ability to plan and schedule your priorities to get things done within a
given time frame.
Are You a Procrastinator?
This test examines if you have an internal tendency to procrastinate. You
will mark to what extent particular statements relate to your
characteristics and behavior patterns.
Can You Hire/Fire Professionally?
This quiz assesses the knowledge of Human Resource Specialists regarding
legal, financial, and behavioral factors when recruiting people.

Are You Organized?
This quiz measures your ability to organize and plan your time. Based on
the results, you will be able to highlight what points you need to focus on
in order to manage your time effectively.

$7.99

$7.99

$7.99

$7.99

Influence and Persuasion Tests
Are You An Influencer?
A short test to verify if your trainees are aware of the concepts for
persuading people and influencing people's behavior.
Are You Aware Of Your Self Worth?
This quick and simple test helps your trainees evaluate their sense of selfworth and whether they have problems that could be preventing them
from pursuing their goals.
Guilt Quiz
This simple and quick Guilt Quiz reveals whether you have unjustified
feelings of guilt that could be having a negative impact on building
relationships and trust bonds with people.

$7.99

$7.99

$7.99

Decision Making And Problem Solving Tests
Can You Advertise For Hiring?
A test for Human Resources Specialists to check whether the
advertisements they use for recruiting people cover all the crucial
elements and prerequisites for effective announcements.
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Can You Manage Risks?
This short test assesses your employees' general knowledge about risk
principles and uncertainty.

$7.99

Exercises
Communication Skills Exercises
Speech Correction Set
This is a 4-step elocution exercise for making speech clearer through
strengthening your learners' speech muscles and working on their vocal
tracts.
Mind Monster
An experimental exercise for communication skills that proves the
importance of body language in conveying messages.
Attention Grabber
An outdoor exercise that dramatically improves eye contact and enhances
the learners' ability to communicate effectively. Learners conduct a daily
set of practices that will enable them to communicate confidently.
Communication Intro Quiz
A communication exercise comprised of ten questions to spark debate
about communication theories.

Gotcha
This exercise will enhance your trainees' skills in spotting linguistic errors
in written context. It will allow them to practice improving their written
communication and use language as a powerful tool to influence others.
Snip It
This exercise will develop your participant skills to simplify written
language and to write more clearly, concisely, decrease conflict and
increase their power to influence people.
Mix and Fix
This exercise enhances the participants' writing skills and allows them to
express their ideas in a simple way.

Modern Combat
This exercise will develop your participants' skills in simplifying written
language and writing clearly and concisely. These skills will decrease
conflict and increase their power to influence others.
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Photoshot
This is an outdoor exercise that allows learners to understand the
importance of body language and its implications for creating bonds of
trust and forming successful relationships.
Edit Extreme
This exercise allows you to analyze the stylesused in writing letters and
how to pursue writing styles that will impact the reader and influence
them to take action.

$4.99

$4.99

Team Building Exercises
Duty Driver
An exercise that encourages your trainees to think about the ethical and
legal policies in the workplace, and to generate possible ways of improving
stability and trust between employees.

$4.99

Train The Trainer Exercises
Photoshot
This is an outdoor exercise that allows learners to understand the
importance of body language and its implications for creating bonds of
trust and forming successful relationships.
Expectations
A group exercise in how to form agreements between the trainer and
trainee regarding their respective roles in the planned program.

$4.99

$4.99

NLP and Memory Exercises
Esteem Tester
This exercise will allow you to understand what self-esteem techniques
work for best for you and what techniques still need more attention in
order for you to achieve your best results.

$4.99

Anger Management and Relaxation Exercises
Reckless
This exercise helps you understand the depth and implications of anger in
your life.

Anger Log
An exercise that allows learners to identify what triggers their anger or
impatience and to replace these reactions with more positive and
productive responses.
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Deep Relaxation Intro
Ten steps to help your trainees reach a state of stress-free mental
relaxation.

$4.99

Happy Haaa
A breathing and meditation exercise to help release stress and focus
attention on positive thinking.

$4.99

Fantasy Rush
A visualization exercise to release body tension.

Tension Buster
A group exercise to help release stress and focus on positive thinking
through practicing several relaxation techniques.

$4.99

$4.99

Leadership Exercises
Duty Driver
An exercise that encourages your trainees to think about the ethical and
legal policies in the workplace, and to generate possible ways of improving
stability and trust between employees.

$4.99

Time Management Exercises
Simulator
This exercise allows participants to calculate the sequence of project
network activities that add up to the longest overall duration, and then to
determine the shortest time possible to complete their project.

What’s Up?
This exercise allows your participants to think about basic motivators and
distractors when managing time.

Time Out
This exercise allows participants to think about and understand how
effectively they manage time, and if they need to adjust their planning in
order to complete high priority tasks first.
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Marketing and Branding Exercises
Brand Me
This exercise will help you understand what is attractive about brands you
care about.

$4.99

Decision Making and Problem Solving Exercises
Magic Circle
This problem solving game encourages participants to solve a problem
through the use of creativity.

$4.99

Project Management Exercises
Planning Frenzy
This exercise will help a team collaborate to build a project plan, learn
each other's expectations, and get their priorities in order.

Simulator
This exercise allows participants to calculate the sequence of project
network activities that add up to the longest overall duration, and then to
determine the shortest time possible to complete their project.

$4.99

$4.99

Replica
This exercise ensures you can correctly define the various types of
businesses.

$4.99

Project Builder
This exercise will help you establish some major points to think about
before you build your consulting business.

$4.99

Busted
This exercise will help project, program and department managers to selfassess and analyze their performance and identify key areas where their
skills need to be developed.

$4.99

Influence and Persuasion Exercises
Modern Combat
This exercise will develop your participants' skills in simplifying written
language and writing clearly and concisely. These skills will decrease
conflict and increase their power to influence others.
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Templates
Communication Skills Templates
Key Stakeholders Questionnaire
This customizable template helps the project managers and relevant team
members to understand the priorities of key stakeholders and the factors
that are crucial for the success of a project.

$4.99

Stakeholders Analysis Worksheet
This template will help you identify the stakeholders who can affect the
progress of your project along with their goals and requirements.

$4.99

Conflict Management Checklist
This is a customizable template to help supervisors make sure they have
all the documentation needed to resolve an issue for a particular
employee or group of employees.

$4.99

Team Building Templates
Multi Rater Performance Review
This performance review measures the ability of a team member to lead
others and reach their goals.

$4.99

Personal Development Action Plan Template
This template will help you understand the goals you need to reach after a
presentation is over and who will help you get there.

$4.99

Conflict Management Checklist
This is a customizable template to help supervisors make sure they have
all the documentation needed to resolve an issue for a particular
employee or group of employees.
Stakeholders Analysis Worksheet
This template will help you identify the stakeholders who can affect the
progress of your project along with their goals and requirements.

Job Analysis Worksheet
This worksheet will help managers identify job information and general
qualities needed from any employee as well as specific characteristics
employees will need to efficiently and effectively work a particular job.
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This worksheet will help managers identify job information and general
qualities needed from any employee as well as specific characteristics
employees will need to efficiently and effectively work a particular job.
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Resource Requirement Worksheet
This worksheet records the resources and requirements needed for
training throughout the learning process.

Staffing Management Plan
This staffing management plan, a subsection of the project management
plan, describes how and when human resource requirements will be met.
The staffing management plan can be formal or informal, highly detailed
or broadly framed, depending on the needs.
Roles and Responsibility Chart
The purpose of this matrix is to assign activities to particular departments
or individuals, define roles and responsibilities, and outline relationships
between groups.

$4.99

$4.99

$4.99

$4.99

Train The Trainer Templates
Post-Training Questionnaire
This is a simple and easy template to quickly assess how effective your
training program was and if your trainees were satisfied.

Pre-Training Questionnaire
This sheet is used by the trainees' supervisor before the training is
conducted to assess their communication, problem solving and team
building skills.
Complaint Form Template
This is a customizable template for clients to report any issues or
complaints they have during the training process. This template adds to
your credibility as a training provider by allowing your clients to voice their
feedback.
Training Evaluation Form
This is a template for trainees to evaluate trainer's performance, program
content, administrative staff interaction and training facility. A vital tool
for getting your clients' feedback on areas of strength and areas of
improvement.
Client Fact Sheet
A template used to gather crucial data from your clients once their
application for training has been accepted and payment requirements
completed.
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Applicant Tracking Database
A fast, easy, and simple spreadsheet to help you organize and track your
applicants so as to make them become clients. A time-saving tool for
sharing and coordinating data across your administrative team.

$7.99

Course Evaluation Spreadsheet
This is an excel table that automatically calculates the percentage score for
a trainer in any particular program based on the trainees' evaluation.

$7.99

Certificate Template
A professional A4 portrait in a customizable and rebrandable certificate
template to give to your trainees after completing their training.

$0.99

Mentoring Contract Template
A professional and simple contract template for outlining the scope of
work and financial terms of an agreement between the client and the
trainer.

$4.99

Attendance Sheet Template
A customizable, rebrandable and professional template for recording daily
or weekly attendance for trainees.

$4.99

Flyer Template for Training
A customizable, rebrandable template for advertising training programs,
courses, workshops and all-purpose training events.

$0.99

Leadership Templates
Multi Rater Performance Review
This performance review measures the ability of a team member to lead
others and reach their goals.

$4.99

Best Case Succession Scenario Worksheet
This template will help business owners design a unified set of goals for
their Best Case Succession Scenario.

$4.99

Personal Development Action Plan Template
This template will help you understand the goals you need to reach after a
presentation is over and who will help you get there.

$4.99
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Goals For Succession Planning Worksheet
This worksheet is designed to help you begin exploring your personal goals
and succession planning. Each topic should be explored carefully but
briefly to frame a clear plan.
Time Management Scan
This worksheet is also referred to as the 168-hour scan; it allows you to
review how you spent your time last week. There are 168 hours in seven
days; now you can consider how you used them!
Succession Evaluation Checklist
This checklist helps the team responsible for succession in covering all the
provisional steps planned by the business owner.

Succession Profiles Template
This template is for the business owners and other decision makers
involved in the succession planning. They will analyze potential team
members' profiles first and examine if they are eligible to be part of the
plan.
Stakeholders Analysis Worksheet
This template will help you identify the stakeholders who can affect the
progress of your project along with their goals and requirements.

Skills Inventory Form
This template is for analyzing the skills for an employee and requirements
needed in order to get promote.

Risk Analysis for Succession Planning Template
This template helps the succession management team to assess whether
an employee who has been identified as a potential management
successor is settled at the company-- or not.
Performance Management Checklist
This template will help your manager and supervisors to check whether
they have missed any important steps in order to successfully manage
their team's performance.
Exit Interview Worksheet
This exit interview template helps managers understand major factors in
the work environment that influence employee behavior in companies and
corporations.
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Competency Questionnaire
This customizable template helps the project managers and relevant team
members to understand the priorities of key stakeholders and factors that
are crucial for them in order to approve the success of a project.

Resource Requirement Worksheet
This worksheet records the resources and requirements needed for
training throughout the learning process.

Staffing Management Plan
This staffing management plan, a subsection of the project management
plan, describes how and when human resource requirements will be met.
The staffing management plan can be formal or informal, highly detailed
or broadly framed, depending on the needs.
Roles and Responsibility Chart
The purpose of this matrix is to assign activities to particular departments
or individuals, define roles and responsibilities, and outline relationships
between groups.

Communication Management Plan
A simple plan that organizes timely business communication between
team members; the plan highlights specific tasks, channels of
communication, and delivery deadlines.

$4.99

$4.99

$4.99

$4.99

$4.99

Time Management Templates
Schedule and Calendar Spreadsheet
A customizable schedule for recording training events linked to a printable
calendar that extends beyond 2050!

$7.99

Marketing and Branding Templates
Newsletter Template
A customizable template for a business newsletter to announce training
events and updates.
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Flyer Template for Training
A customizable rebrandable template for advertizing training programs,
courses, workshops and all-purpose training events.

$0.99

Project Management Templates
Post-Training Questionnaire
This is a simple and easy template to quickly assess how effective your
training program was and if your trainees were satisfied.

$4.99

Multi Rater Performance Review
This performance review measures the ability of a team member to lead
others and reach their goals.

$4.99

Best Case Succession Scenario Worksheet
This template will help business owners design a unified set of goals for
their Best Case Succession Scenario.

$4.99

Personal Development Action Plan Template
This template will help you understand the goals you need to reach after a
presentation is over and who will help you get there.

$4.99

Goals For Succession Planning Worksheet
This worksheet is designed to help you begin exploring your personal goals
and succession planning. Each topic should be explored carefully but
briefly to frame a clear plan.

$4.99

WBS Dictionary Template
This document is a template of a Work Breakdown Structure Dictionary
document for a project. The template includes instructions to the author,
and general fields that should be replaced with the values specific to the
project.
Income Estimation Worksheet
This worksheet should give a reasonable estimate of your current income
from the business. Based upon this income level, you can make
adjustments.
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Key Stakeholders Questionnaire
This customizable template helps the project managers and relevant team
members to understand the priorities of key stakeholders and factors that
are crucial for them in order to approve the success of a project.

$4.99

Offer Proposal Email Template
This is an easy-to-use customizable template for writing an email offer
proposal to your clients.

$4.99

Pre-Training Questionnaire
This sheet is used by the trainees' supervisor before the training is
conducted to assess their communication, problem solving and team
building skills.
Time Management Scan
This worksheet is also referred to as the 168-hour scan; it allows you to
review how you spent your time last week. There are 168 hours in seven
days; now consider how you used them!

$4.99

$4.99

Conflict Management Checklist
This is a customizable template to help supervisors make sure they have
all the documentation needed to resolve an issue for a particular
employee or group of employees.

$4.99

Succession Evaluation Checklist
This checklist helps the team responsible for succession to cover all the
provisional steps to make it work out as planned by the business owner.

$4.99

Succession Profiles Template
This template is for the business owners and other decision makers
involved in the succession planning. They will analyze potential team
members' profiles first and examine if they are eligible to be part of the
plan.
Stakeholders Analysis Worksheet
This template will help you identify the stakeholders who can affect the
progress of your project, along with their goals and requirements.

Skills Inventory Form
This template is for analyzing the skills of an employee and requirements
needed in order to get promoted.
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Risk Analysis for Succession Planning Template
This template helps the succession management team to assess whether
an employee who has been identified as a potential management
successor is settled at the company-- or not.
Project Closure Checklist
This checklist will help project managers, consultants and relevant team
members to make sure all the major needed steps to complete their
project have been covered.

$4.99

$4.99

Projects Proposal Template
This template is to allow proposals to be reviewed and accepted/denied in
a clear and professional way.

$4.99

Recruitment Cost Analysis Worksheet
This template allows project and department managers to make estimates
for the replacement costs needed to hire new employees.

$4.99

Exit Interview Worksheet
This exit interview template helps managers understand the major factors
in the work environment that influence employee behavior in companies
and corporations.
Job Analysis Worksheet
This worksheet will help managers identify job information and general
qualities needed from any employee as well as specific characteristics
employees will need to efficiently and effectively work a particular job.

Performance Management Checklist
This template will help your manager and supervisors to check whether
they have missed any important steps in order to successfully manage
their team's performance.
Competency Questionnaire
This customizable template helps the project managers and relevant team
members to understand the priorities of key stakeholders and factors that
are crucial for them in order to approve the success of a project.
Budgets and Managing Money Checklist
This is a customizable checklist that will help you make a list of additional
sources of information and people who can help you out if you get stuck in
managing your funds and budgets.
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Templates for Building a Consulting Firm
This template will help you brainstorm ideas about the basic requirements
and business model for your consultancy business. It's customizable, so
feel free to add or take away anything from it.
Earned Value Analysis Template
A spreadsheet for training managers on measuring the progress of work
completed versus costs incurred in comparition to estimates at
completion on a project.
Resource Requirement Worksheet
This worksheet records the resources and requirements needed for
training throughout the learning process.

Staffing Management Plan
This staffing management plan, a subsection of the project management
plan, describes how and when human resource requirements will be met.
The staffing management plan can be formal or informal, highly detailed
or broadly framed, depending on the needs.
Roles and Responsibility Chart
The purpose of this matrix is to assign activities to particular departments
or individuals, define roles and responsibilities, and outline relationships
between groups.

Communication Management Plan
A simple plan that organizes timely business communication between
team members; the plan highlights specific tasks, channels of
communication, and delivery deadlines.
Application Form
Using this form makes it easy and simple for your clients to add the data
required to apply for your training programs or courses. This form is quick,
easy and simple to understand and use.
Training Evaluation Form
This is a template for trainees to evaluate the trainer's performance,
program content, administrative staff interaction and training facility. A
vital tool for getting your clients' feedback on areas of strength and
improvement.
Client Fact Sheet
A template used to gather crucial data from your clients once their
application for training has been accepted and payment requirements
completed.
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Applicant Tracking Database
A fast, easy and simple spreadsheet to help you organize and track your
applicants so as to make them become clients. A time-saving tool for
sharing and coordinating data across your administrative team.

$7.99

Course Evaluation Spreadsheet
This is an excel table that automatically calculates the percentage score for
a trainer in any particular program based on the trainees' evaluation.

$7.99

Certificate Template
A professional A4 portrait in a customizable and rebrandable certificate
template to give to your trainees after completing their training.

$0.99

Mentoring Contract Template
A professional and simple contract template for outlining the scope of
work and financial terms of an agreement between the client and the
trainer.
Attendance Sheet Template
A customizable, rebrandable and professional template for recording daily
or weekly attendance for trainees.

Client Database
A customizable spreadsheet where you can easily enter, store and retrieve
your trainees' contacts. This spreadsheet has three ready-made reports
that will automatically generate after you enter your clients contacts. Use
to track certificates, follow up attendance, and more.

$4.99

$4.99

$7.99

Influence and Persuasion Templates
Goals For Succession Planning Worksheet
This worksheet is designed to help you begin exploring your personal goals
and succession planning. Each topic should be explored carefully but
briefly to frame a clear plan.

$4.99

Sales and Negotiation Templates
Offer Proposal Email Template
This is an easy to use customizable template for writing an email offer
proposal to your clients.
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Sales Proposal Template
The purpose of this proposal is to help you write a concise summary of
how your product has value to prospective customers.

$4.99

Positive Affirmation Scripts
Self Help to Build Confidence
A set of positive affirmations that builds your self-confidence. A user guide
is included.

$2.99

Self Help Script to Develop an Attitude of Gratitude
A set of positive affrmation to develop grace, gratitude and appreciation.
A user guide is included.

$2.99

Self Help Script to Accept Yourself
A set of positive affirmations that build self acceptance. A user guide is
included.

$2.99

Self Help Script to Succeed in Reaching Goals
A set of positive affirmations that build deep beliefs in your ability to reach
your goals. A user guide is included.

$2.99

Self Help Script to Master Your Time
A set of positive affirmations that build belief in your ability to master and
control your time. A user guide is included.

$2.99

Self Help Script to Become A Remarkable Trainer
A set of positive affirmations that build deep beliefs in your ability to
become an incredibly effective trainer. A user guide is included.

$2.99

Self Help Script to Get Rid of Stress and Tension
A set of positive affirmations that allows you to reach a state of deep
relaxation. A user guide is included.

$2.99

Self Help Script to Grow Your Wealth
A set of positive affirmations that develop your belief in your ability to
grow great wealth. A user guide is included.

$2.99
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Self Help Script to Forgive and Heal Yourself
A set of positive affirmations that allows you forgive. A user guide is
included.

$2.99

Case Studies
Team Building Case Studies
Temptations Case Study
These three mini- case studies allow each participant to contemplate how
he or she can maintain business ethics and find ways to help others.

$7.99

Zolo Voyages Case Study
This case study helps participants holding managerial posts to develop
effective ways to retain good team members in the long run.

$7.99

NLP and Memory Case Studies
Darleen's Story Case Study
Transform negative thoughts to positive ones by rewiring your brain with
positive self -talk that will constructively influence your behavior.

$7.99

Creativity and Dealing with Change Case Studies
Online Business Case Study
This case study will help your trainees brainstorm creative ideas to help in
funding their online business.

Williams Printing Case Study
This case study enhances your trainees' creative skills in understanding
how a sales call is ideally prepared in order to have the maximum impact
on the target client.

$7.99

$7.99

Leadership Case Studies
Delegation Dilemma Case Study
This case study develops your trainees' time management and effective
delegation skills.
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Red Rhino Case Study
This case study allows your participants to think of creative ways to use
their effective communication and persuasion skills to influence others.

$7.99

Zolo Voyages Case Study
This case study helps participants holding managerial posts to develop
effective ways to retain good team members in the long run.

$7.99

Kyashi Movers Case Study
This is a case study which will allow your group to analyze situations where
hiring was not effective and brainstorm ways to make the hiring process
reliable and successful.

$7.99

Time Management Case Studies
Charlie Procrastinator Case Study
This case study allows your participant to think about bad time
management habits and how to develop ways of correcting them.

Overwhelmed Derek Case Study
This effective case study will help your trainees develop effective time
management skills and be aware of practices which will help them control
their time and get their work done.
Shirley Muze is Late Again Case Study
A powerful case study which helps your participants develop their
emotional intelligence to help motivate employees to abide by their work
requirements.

$7.99

$7.99

$7.99

Marketing and Branding Case Studies
JC Penny Tweets Case Study
This case study will help you understand how your potential clients are
viewing you and being influenced by your social media sites.

Zee Ipads Inc Case Study
This case study is designed to develop your trainees' skills in marketing
and branding in order to increase product and service awarenessas well as
sales.

Project Management Case Studies
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Banquet Party Case Study
This is an advanced project management case study which allows your
trainees to build their skills in cost management and persuasion.

$7.99

Fried Bites Case Study
Fried Bites Case Study: This case study build your trainees' skills in project
planning and risk management.

$7.99

Kyashi Movers Case Study
This is a case study which will allow your group to analyze situations where
hiring was not effective and brainstorm ways which can make thel hiring
process reliable and successful.

$7.99

The Mansfields Project Case Study
This case study will develop your trainees' planning skills by considering
the resource requirements they will need to have a successful event.

$7.99

Temptations Case Study
These three mini- case studies allow each participant to contemplate how
he or she can maintain business ethics and find ways to help others.

$7.99

Influence and Persuasion Case Studies
Alpha Catering Company Case Study
This case study will help your participants to think of solutions for negative
behaviors in the workplace and discover ways of positively influencing
others.
Super Sue Case Study
This engaging case study will help your trainees develop their project
planning skills and think of creative ways of influencing others to get their
plans done.

$7.99

$7.99

Decision Making and Problem Solving Case Studies
Marquee Textile Case Study
This case study will help your participants develop their logical and
problem solving skills in managing budgets and money to create maximum
value.

Flow Charts
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Registration Flow Chart for Training
This process is all about collecting contact data from customers who are
interested in your training services and using it to convert potential clients
into actual clients.
Client Database Building Flow Chart
Client Database Building is a very critical process that needs attentive
follow up and highly interactive networking from your team members.

$9.99

$9.99

Training Preparation Flow Chart
Become aware of what is training requires through nine simple steps. We
provide the templates, forms and tables you need to become 100% ready
for your training event.

$9.99

Training Execution Flow Chart
Executing your program may be tricky, but it is a critical process that can
make or break your long term relationship with your trainees. We've
designed a flow chart to help you.

$9.99

Training Evaluation Flow Chart
This evaluation flow chart will enable you to continuously improve your
service quality. Your clients will acknowledge the value added with you as
their coach or training provider.

Training Certification Flow Chart
You want to make sure your certificates only go to candidates who have
fulfilled the payment and attendance requirements, right? Learn through
9 easy steps how to track and control your certifications.

Advertising Flow Chart for Training
The advertizing process is crucial for making your clients aware of the
existence of your new programs or courses.

BUNDLES
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Presentations Bundle
Seven comprehensive presentation kits, each including five free
interactive activities, trainers guides and learner's booklets.
Ways for Effective Anger Management
50 Tips on Excellent Communication for Life
100 Tricks of the Trade for Mentor Training
50 Golden Rules for Leading Teams
50 Basics to Successful Project Management
50 Surefire Tools to Get Work Done on Time
50 Tricks to Persuade and Influence People
50 Ways to Be a Million Dollar Salesman

50

$229.99

Flow Charts Bundle
Seven ready-made effective flow charts to guide efficient management of
training programs. Training Registration Flow ChartAdvertising Flow Chart
for Training,
Client Database Building Flow Chart
Training Preparation Flow Chart, Training Execution Flow Chart
Training Evaluation Flow Chart, Training Certification Flow Chart

$59.99

Self Help Scripts Bundle
Complete Set of Self-Help Scripts
Self Help Script To Build True Confidence
Self Help Script To Accept Yourself
Self Help Script To Succeed in Reaching Goals
Self Help Script To Master Your Time
Self Help Script To Become a Remarkable Trainer
Self Help Script To Get Rid of Stress and Tension
Self Help Script To Grow your Wealth
Self Help Script To Forgive and Heal Yourself
Self Help Script To Develop an Attitude of Gratitude

$19.99

Decision Making and Problem Solving Games
Five amusing games to developing problem solving and decision making
skills for your Trainees.
Action
Auction
Alien Shooter
Ping Pong
Magic Circle
Survival Craft

$19.99

Communication Skills Games
Twenty two amusing games that will ramp your training.
Hear
Me Out, Mirror Me, Thought Reeler, Names Hunt, Face Off, Meet and
Greet, Color Zen Energizer, Selfie, Topsy Turvy,Toss and Mix Game, A
Hundred Meanings Game, About Me, Ditto Game, Learn More...
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Team Buidling Games
11 fun and interactive games to enhance your trainees team building
skills. Transformers ,Memory Buster,Selfie,Invasion,Utopia,Ping Pong,Tool
Box Bravado,Jigsaw Puzzle,Titans Clash ,Treasure Hunt , Speedometer,
Learn More…
Train The Trainer Games
Nine amusing games to boost your training skills
Follow
Me,Bomber Stunt ,Red Carpet ,Check Up ,Cobweb,Friends ,Shuffle Party
,Whistle Detector,Mind Twirl
NLP and Memory Games
10 games to boost the nlp and memory of your audience
Deep
Dive ,Names Hunt,Memory Buster ,Mr. No,Memory Rush ,X Ray ,Bubble
Burst ,Screenshot ,NLP Quest ,Swap It, Learn More…
Anger Management and Relaxation Exercises
Six effective exercises to develop and enhance your trainees' skills in
managing anger. Tension Buster,Fantasy Rush,Happy Haaa,Deep
Relaxation Intro,Anger Log,Reckless, Learn More…

$49.99

$35.99

$39.99

$24.99

Creativity and Dealing With Change Games
Nine interactive and fun games to develop your trainees' creativity and
ability to deal with change . Topsy Turvy ,Guess What,Action Auction,Wise
and Wiser,Lost Island,Star Wars,Transformers,Roller Coaster ,Gravity,
Learn More...

$35.99

Leadership Games
8 Fun Leadership Games for Trainers
Treasure Hunt ,Wish Bone,Invasion,Utopia,Jigsaw
Puzzle,Magnetized,Wonder Pops ,Cheer Leaders, Learn More…

$34.99

Communication Skills Exercises
Ten Interactive Fun Games to develop your trainees communication skills.
Gotcha,Snip It ,Mix and Fix,Modern Combat,Photoshot ,Edit
Extreme,Speech Correction,Mind Monster,Attention
Grabber,Communication Intro Quiz, Learn More…

$39.99

Project Management Exercises
Five Fun and Interactive Exercises to Deveop Project Management.
Planning Frenzy, Simulator, Replica, Project Builder,Busted, Learn More…

Communication Skills Icebreakers
Seven Fun and Interactive to develop Communication Skills. Burden
Dumper,Elephant Mania, Eye Power, Faces , What If, Distortions,
High Five, Learn More...
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NLP and Memory Icebreakers
Five fun and interactive icebreakers to effectively develop your trainees
NLP or Memory Skills.
Turbo
Blast, Brain Race, Brain Teaser, Color Mania,
Falsy Reflection
Creativity and Dealing With Change Icebreakers
Six fun and interactive icebreakers for creativity and dealing with change
Turn the Fish, Birthday, Infusion, Match Up, Must be Nuts, Box It Up

Decision Making and Problem Solving Icebreakers
Five Interactive and Fun Icebreakers to Develop Decision Making and
Problem Solving. Triangle Mingle, Lost Number, Scale Factor, Secret Code,
Must be Nuts

Leadership Tests
Thirteen quick and effective Leadership Tests to assess the skills of your
trainees. What Is Your Personality Type? ,Do You Know The Least
Preferred Co-Worker?,Are You a Micro Manager Test? ,Can You Develop
Succession Plans?,Can You Manage Risks? Learn More...

Project Management Tests
Fifteen Project Management Tests to Assess your Trainees' Skills. Are You
a Micro Manager Test? ,Can You Follow Risks Processes? ,Can You
Effectively Manage Time?,Is Your Succession Plan Effective? ,Can You
Develop Succession Plans? Learn More…

Team Building Templates
Eight practical templates that will help your trainees manage their teams
effectively. Multi Rater Performance Review,Personal Development
Action Plan Template ,Conflict Management Checklist,Stakeholders
Analysis Worksheet,Job Analysis Worksheet, Learn More...

Train The Trainer Templates
Twelve practical and effective templates to help trainers manage and
organize their coaching events. Post-Training Questionnaire ,Pre-Training
Questionnaire,Complaint Form Template,Application Form,Training
Evaluation Form,Client Fact Sheet, Learn More...
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Leadership Templates
Seventeen effective templates that will help help you manage and lead
others. Multi Rater Performance Review,Best Case Succession Scenario
Worksheet,Personal Development Action Plan Template, Goals For
Succession Planning Worksheet ,Time Management Scan, Learn More...

Project Management Templates
Forty two best practiced templates used in effectively managing and
steering projects. Post-Training Questionnaire ,Multi Rater Performance
Review,Best Case Succession Scenario Worksheet,Personal Development
Action Plan Template , Learn More…

Project Management Case Studies
Five case studies to help in understanding and practicing project
management concepts. Banquet Party Case Study,Fried Bites Case
Study,Kyashi Movers Case Study ,The Mansfields Project Case
Study,Temptations Case Study
Games Bundle
65 fun and interactive games to develop your trainees' management and
life skills. Hear Me Out Game,Mirror Me Game,Thought Reeler
Game,Mind Twirls Game,Names Hunt Game,Guess What Game,Ping Pong
Game,Tool Box Bravado Game,Wishbone Game,Follow Me Game, Learn
More...
Icebreaker Bundle
30 amusing icebreakers to make your training interactive. Burden
Dumper Icebreaker,Elephant Mania Icebreaker,Eye Power
Icebreaker,Faces Icebreaker,Heads and Tails Icebreaker,Turn the Fish
Icebreaker,Triangle Mingle Icebreaker,Buddies Icebreaker,Turbo Blast,
Learn More...
Exercises Bundle
28 effective exercises to boost your trainees management and life skills.
Anger Log Exercise,Attention Grabber Exercise,Communication Intro Quiz
Exercise,Deep Relaxation Intro Exercise,Expectations Exercise,Happy Haa
Exercise,Magic Circle Exercise, Learn More...
Case Studies Bundle
Twenty effective case studies to develop and expand your trainees
management and life skills. Alpha Catering Company Case Study,Banquet
Party Case Study,Charlie Procrastinator Case Study,Darleen's Story Case
Study,Delegation Dilemma Case Sudy, Learn More...
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Tests Bundle
Twenty eight quick and powerful tests to assess your trainees
management and life skills. Can You Control Your Anger,Social Personality
Type,What Is Your Learning Style?,Guilt Quiz,Irrational Beliefs Test,Are You
Aware of Your Self Worth?, Learn More...
Templates Bundle
Forty Five templates for trainers and managers to steer their work
effectively. Flyer Template for Training,Attendance Sheet Template,Client
Database,Mentoring Contract Template,Certificate Template A4
Portrait,Course Evaluation Spreadsheet, Learn More...

$159.99

$159.99

Ebooks

eBooks by Andrew Sercombe
Powerbubbles by Andrew Sercombe
An Active State Management eBook that will help you understand and
improve your self image in relation to the world around you.

Fifty Two Weeks to a Better Life (Self Leadership Program) – eBook
This book will walk you through a program that has been written with the
prime intention of offering you some life-transforming principles that
really work. It has been carefully developed into a self-leadership program
from 50 Ways to a Better Life, a bo
Me and Co – eBook
The very natural limits of our mental
capacity mean we are selective with the information we take in. None of
us knows it all, nor can we. Because of this, our
viewing of the pros and cons of a decision are inaccurate - we can't see the
whole picture. Recognizing and accepting that each of us is necessarily
very prejudiced. Learn More...
reduce the potential damage to those around us. This book will encourage
you to be humble, open and learn from others while giving room for
others to learn too.
Ten Sticks of Dynamite – eBook
Do you want to get up each day enthusiastic for life? Do you want to live
life to the full, confident of who you are, where you're going and how to
get there? This book will help you enjoy being who you are, find ways to
make your life more spontaneous, creative and interesting.
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Swap It –eBook
Swap it! is about letting go of something you don't want and
swapping it for some thing better. Thousands, millions of people
just like you and me would dearly love to find a way to get rid of
what they have right now and simply swap it for something else,
something better.
Consequences – What Happens When you Do Anything – eBook
Whether you are tough or tender, old or young, a top executive or
struggling at school, you can spread the word: " lt is more useful to be
wise than merely clever" , "Ignorance never was bliss" , "The world is
changed by ordinary people". Have you notice
Andrew Sercombe's eBooks Bundle
A collection of books which will lead you to a path of self discovery and
understanding how your brain can work for or against your best interests.
Andrew Sercombe's eBooks collection will help you rewire your
conditioning and understand you real value.

$5.99

$5.99

$49.99

eBooks by Divya Parekh
7 Steps To Mastering Public Speaking
Mastering speaking in public can be a great ego booster, not to mention a
huge benefit to your career. This book will give you some valuable public
speaking skills, including in-depth information on developing an engaging
program, Learn more…
Lead Yourself With Confidence and Assurance
Assertiveness and self-confidence are important interpersonal
communications skills and traits that can be learned and practiced. This
book will provide you with many tips, techniques, and opportunities to
build your skills.
The Complete Guide to Attention Management
A distracted workforce is less than effective. Employees who do not pay
attention to their work can waste valuable time and make careless
mistakes. Attention management is a useful skill that allows managers to
connect with their employees on an emotional Learn More...
Coach Your Employees to Higher Performance SOON
This Coaching and Mentoring book focuses on how to coach your
employees so that they perform better. Coaching is a process of
relationship building and setting goals. How well you coach is directly
related to your ability to foster a great working, Learn More...
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Developing New Managers For Organizational Success
When you need a new manager, your organization may either rely on
external hiring or internal promotion. Taking the time to develop new
managers from within the organization is a worthwhile time investment.
This book will walk you through several strategies, Learn More...

How To Be an Effective Boss
Being a likeable boss and a respected boss means that you have to learn to
be more effective. This book helps you take the first steps of the journey
towards becoming a more effective boss, and building your likeability and
respect.
How To Maximize Your Personal Productivity
Successful people take responsibility for their lives, no matter what
unforeseen events may occur. This book will show you how to live in the
present and enjoy the results of what you are doing right now!

Millenial Onboarding: Are You Talking about it?
Taking time to customize the onboarding process for millennial
employees helps promote employee retention and ensures that
millennials are properly socialized in the workplace. This book will show
you how to customize the onboarding process, Learn More...

The Complete Guide To Successful Internet Marketing
Even experienced marketing professionals need help navigating the pitfalls
of internet marketing. You will be guided through methods of integrating
the best marketing techniques with modern technology.

$14.99

$14.99

$14.99

$14.99

$14.99

Assessment by Andrew Sercombe
Online Assessment (20 minutes)
We will talk with you to understand what is keeping you from moving
forward. This quick and enjoyable live assessment will help you through
the first steps of self awareness to probe areas where we can go deeper,
taking into account the foundations, Learn More...
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Phone Assessment (20 minutes)

We will talk with you to understand what is keeping you from moving
forward. This quick and enjoyable live assessment will help you through
the first steps of self awareness to probe areas where we can go deeper,
taking into account the foundations, Learn More...

$19.99

Email Consultation by Andrew Sercombe
Email Consultations (Per Email)
Send your query, problem, question-- whatever you think you are 'stuck'
on -- and we'll be quick to help.

$20.00

Online Coaching
Andrew Sercombe's Online Coaching
1/1 Training on Skype
Powerchange coaching will affect HOW you think, not just what you think,
and we want you to be aware of that from the beginning so you can fully
enjoy your sessions. Your coaching with us will help you find your strength
and courage. Learn More…

$149.99

Do What You Like Coaching on Skype Series (4 hours)
If you’re not happy with any of the answer you've been getting, the time
has come to do something about it. YOU can enjoy
working with YOU sooner than you think!
When you’re ready, give me a call. I’m here to help.
We have all sorts of ways to make your
life very different.

$599

Words that Work Coaching on Skype Series (4hours)
How can you make your words more effective, more useful, more
influential? How can you make your words ‘work’ better, rather than
merely adding to the incessant flow? By choosing to speak more carefully
when it matters - choosing WHAT you say, and HOW you say it, and to
WHOM.

$599

10/10 Coaching on Skype Series (4 hours)
10/10 is an outstandingly resourcing and effective technique to help in
valuing yourself properly. It inspires and controls confidence and
productivity. It drives day to day functionality at work and elsewhere.
Clients tell us it makes you feel more valued and much stronger and you'll
not think about yourself the same way again.

$599
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Coaching Tools and Techniques on Skype Series (8 hours)
To INCREASE each 'SALADD' Element, focus on building it in OTHERS. As
you do so you will find it being returned to you. Help others grow, and you
will too. Give others affection and you will receive more affection. Know
how to use the Language of a Living and get rewarded. Be creative while
focussing on Achievement to make things happen. Help others achieve
and you will also achieve more. Understand the power residing in the
Language of Direction and Discipline, and be selective...
DASA Coaching on Skype Series (4 hours)
This DASA (Decide - Act - See - Adjust) coaching helps you create the steps
you need to arrive at your chosen destination-- steps which you can repeat
and practice as often as you like until you get your achievement skills
really sharp, then you can progress to the next stage.
Fields of Strength Coaching on Skype Series (4 hours)
This coaching is best in cases where you are facing any sort of bullying or
abuse, or other situations of perceived injustice or weakness. You will
increase your personal strength, corrects perceptions of power, and
strengthen daily performance at work, in the family, at school, and in your
community.
Stretch Coaching on Skype Series (8 hours)
Are you ready to experience some questions that seem simple, but really
get inside you and start changing the way you think about what you do?

$999

$599

$599

$999

The Powerchange Course on Skype Series (8 hours)
The Powerchange Course is a ten-session personal development
programme. We will coach you without pressure, and help you take a
fresh look at you life, rethink your choices, and get more rewarding
results. We’ve filled each 2-hour unit of The Powerchange Course with
good things that have the potential to help you make your life more like
you want it to be satisfying.

$999

The Powerchange Experience on Skype Series (8 hours)
The Powerchange Experience will lead you into a whole new world, a
world of rich, empowering, self-discovery. You’ll be surprised – mildly
shocked, even. And you’ll learn just how valuable you are. Your mind is a
living, growing, unstoppable generator.

$999

Relationship Repair Program on Skype Series (4 hours)
All of us get damaged by others in life. We are human beings who make
mistakes and we have the potential to damage others too. Of the billions
of people in this world, most have been damaged at some time or
another, some very seriously indeed, others less so.

$599
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The SHAPE You Are In on Skype Series (8 hours)
This relaxing programme is designed to honour you, your life, your
aspirations, your longings and your power. The SHAPE programme is the
opposite of ‘try harder.' We are here to help.
Therapeutic Coaching on Skype Series (8 hours)
Powerchange Therapeutic Coaching allows clients to actively engage with
what they need to rebalance their emotional and psychological chemistry
and retake control of their well-being.
Coaching Tools and Techniques on Skype Series (8 hours)
We use powerful creative tools to change the way people think, not just
what people think, so there is no need for phrases like ‘keep working at it,’
‘try harder’ or ‘I just have to keep reminding myself’. Once installed, it
works, and it's
as permanent as you want it to be.

$999

$999

$999

Andrew Sercombe's The Ring - Online Coaching
The Ring – Review Skype Coaching
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, Learn more...

The Ring - Meet Skype Coaching
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

The Ring - Secure Skype Coaching
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...
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The Ring - Befriend Skype Coaching
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

$149.99

The Ring - Learn Skype Coaching
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

$149.99

The Ring - Sort Skype Coaching
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different

The Ring - Renovate Skype Coaching
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

The Ring - Test Skype Coaching
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...
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The Ring - Judge Skype Coaching
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

$149.99

The Ring - Accept Skype Coaching
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

$149.99

The Ring - Embed Skype Coaching
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

$149.99

The Ring - Live Skype Coaching
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

$149.99

The Ring Series - Online
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different

$1,400.00

Divya Parekh's Online Coaching
One to One Online Coaching
Come learn how to rediscover what it is you want for your life, how to put
a plan into place and how to make it happen. By following some very
simple steps that I will coach you on, you will understand the process and
be able to finally reach the success
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Attention Management Online Coaching Series (8 hours)
Attention Management is a useful skill that allows you to connect with
others on an emotional level and motivate them to focus on their work
and how to reach their personal, organizational and professional goals.
You will gain valuable insight and strategies, learn more...
Effective Boss Online Coaching Series (8 hours)
With our How to be an Effective Boss program, you will begin to see how
important it is to develop better managerial skills. By looking at the way
people interact and seeing things in a new light, you will improve almost
every aspect of their jobs.
Higher Performance Online Coaching Series (8 hours) SOON
The Team Development of High Performing Teams Program will encourage
you to explore the different aspects of a team, as well as ways that you
can become a top-notch team performer. You will be learn what makes up
a team, and what factors into being a successful team and team member.
Developing New Managers for Organizational Success Online Coaching
Series (8 hours)
The Coach your Employees on Organizational Success program focuses on
how to better coach your employees to perform better. Coaching is a
process of relationship building and setting goals. How well you coach is
related directly to your ability to foster, learn more...

Internet Marketing Online Coaching Series (8 hours)
The internet has forever changed the way the people shop and conduct
business. Even experienced marketing professionals need help navigating
the pitfalls of internet marketing. Integrating the marketing techniques
with modern technology is essential, learn more...
Millenial Onboarding Online Coaching Series (8 hours)
Millennial Onboarding is a specialized type of employee onboarding. With
Millennials we are seeing a need to tweak the onboarding process to
better suit the needs of the company and new hires. This will increase
productivity and produce a happier and learn more...
Personal Productivity Online Coaching Series (8 hours)
Maximizing Personal Productivity- this is a goal that most of us have.
Through this program you will be on the right track to achieving that goal.
Some people blame everything that goes wrong in their life on something
or someone else, learn more…
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Mastering Public Speaking Online Coaching Series (8 hours)
The Public Speaking program will teach you the fundamentals of public
speaking, including how to develop an engaging program and deliver
presentations with power.
Lead Yourself With Confidence Online Coaching Series (8 hours)
The Lead Yourself with Confidence and Assurance program will give you an
understanding of what assurance and confidence each mean (in general
and to you personally) and how to develop those feelings in your day-today life. Learn More…
High Performing Teams Online Coaching (8 hours)
For most of us, teamwork is a part of everyday life. Whether it’s at home,
in the community, or at work, we are often expected to be a functional
part of a performing team. This book will encourage participants to
explore the different aspects of a team, learn more...

$999

$999

$999

Phone Coaching
Andrew Sercombe's Phone Coaching
1/1 Training on Phone

Powerchange phone coaching will affect HOW you think, not just what you
think, and we want you to be aware of that from the beginning so you can
fully enjoy your sessions. Your coaching with us will help you find your
strength and courage. Learn More…

$149.99

Do What You Like Coaching on Phone Series (4 hours)

If you’re not happy with any of the answer you've been getting, the time
has come to do something about it. YOU can enjoy working with YOU
sooner than you think! When you’re ready, give me a call. I’m here to
help.We have all sorts of ways to make your life very different. Learn
More...
Words that Work Coaching on Phone Series (4 hours)

So how can you make your words more effective, more useful, more
influential? How can you make your words ‘work’ better, rather than
merely adding to the incessant flow? By choosing to speak more carefully
when it matters - choosing WHAT you say, and HOW you say it, and to
WHOM.
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10/10 Coaching on Phone Series (4 hours)

10/10 is an outstandingly resourcing and effective technique to help in
valuing yourself properly. It inspires and controls confidence and
productivity. It drives day to day functionality at work and elsewhere.
. Clients tell us it makes you feel more valued and much stronger and you'll
not think about yourself the same way again.
SALADD Coaching on Phone Series (8 hours)

$599

To INCREASE each 'SALADD' Element, focus on building it in OTHERS. As
you do so you will find it being returned to you. Help others grow, and you
will too. Give others affection and you will receive more affection. Know
how to use the Language, learn more...

$999

DASA Coaching on Phone Series (4 hours)

This DASA (Decide - Act - See - Adjust) coaching on phone helps you create
the steps you need to arrive at your chosen destination-- steps which you
can repeat and practice as much as you like until you get your
achievement skills really sharp, learn more...

$599

Fields of Strength Coaching on Phone Series (4 hours)

This phone coaching is best in cases of facing any sort of bullying or abuse,
or in other situations of perceived injustice or weakness. You will increase
your personal strength, corrects perceptions of power, and strengthen
your daily performance, learn more...
Stretch Coaching on Phone Series (8 hours)

Are you ready to experience some questions that seem simple, but really
get inside you and start changing the way you think about what you do?

$599

$999

The Powerchange Course on Phone Series (8 hours)

The Powerchange Course is a ten-session personal development
programme. We will coach you without pressure, and help you take a
fresh look at you life, rethink your choices, and get more rewarding
results. We’ve filled each 2-hour unit of The Powerchange Course with
good things that have the potential to help you make your life more like
you want it to be–satisfying, fulfilled, and happy.
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The Powerchange Experience on Phone Series (8 hours)

The Powerchange Experience will lead you into a whole new world, a
world of rich, empowering, self-discovery. You’ll be surprised – mildly
shocked, even. And you’ll learn just how valuable you are. Your mind is a
living, growing, unstoppable generator.

$999

Relationship Repair Program on Phone Series (4 hours)

All of us get damaged by others in life. We are human beings who make
mistakes and we have the potential to damage others too. Of the billions
of people in this world, most have been damaged at some time or
another, some very seriously indeed, learn more...
The SHAPE You Are In on Phone Series (8 hours)

This relaxing programme is designed to honour you, your life, your
aspirations, your longings and your power. The SHAPE programme is the
opposite of ‘try harder.’ We are here to help.
Therapeutic Coaching on Phone Series (8 hours)

Powerchange Therapeutic Coaching on Phone enables clients to actively
engage with what they need to rebalance their emotional and
psychological chemistry and retake control of their well-being.

$599

$999

$999

Coaching Tools and Techniques on Phone Series (8 hours)
We use powerful creative tools to change the way people think, not just
what people think, so there is no need for phrases like ‘keep working at it’,
‘try harder’ or ‘I have to keep reminding myself.' Once installed, it works,
and is as permanent as you want it to be.

$999

Andrew Sercombe's The Ring - Phone Coaching
The Ring - Review Coaching on Phone

The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...
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The Ring – Meet Coaching on Phone

The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

$149.99

The Ring – Secure Coaching on Phone

The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

$149.99

The Ring – Befriend Coaching on Phone

The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

$149.99

The Ring – Learn Coaching on Phone

The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...
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The Ring – Sort Coaching on Phone

The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

$149.99

The Ring – Renovate Coaching on Phone

The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

$149.99

The Ring – Test Coaching on Phone

The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

$149.99

The Ring – Judge Coaching on Phone

The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...
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The Ring – Accept Coaching on Phone

The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

$149.99

The Ring – Embed Coaching on Phone

The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

$149.99

The Ring – Live Coaching on Phone

The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

$149.99

The Ring Series - Phone Coaching

The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, Learn More...

Divya Parekh's Phone Coaching
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One To One Phone Coaching

Come learn how to rediscover what it is you want for your life, how to put
a plan into place and how to make it happen. By following some very
simple steps that I will coach you on, you will understand the process and
be able to finally reach the success

$149.99

Attention Management Phone Coaching Series (8 hours)

Attention Management is a useful skill that allows you to connect with
others on an emotional level and motivate them to focus on their work
and reach their personal, organizational and professional goals. You will
gain valuable insight and strategies, learn more...

$999

Effective Boss Phone Coaching Series (8 hours)

With our How to be an Effective Boss program, you will begin to see how
important it is to develop better managerial skills. By looking at the way
people interact and seeing things in a new light, you will improve almost
every aspect of their jobs.
Higher Performance Phone Coaching Series (8 hours) SOON

The Team Development of High Performing Teams Program will encourage
you to explore the different aspects of a team, as well as ways that you
can become a top-notch team performer. You will be learn what makes up
a team, learn more…

$999

$999

Developing New Managers For Organizational Success Phone Coaching
Series (8 hours)

The Coach your Employees on Organizational Success program focuses on
how to coach your employees so that they perform better. Coaching is a
process of relationship building and setting goals. How well you coach is
related directly to your ability. Learn more...
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Internet Marketing Phone Coaching Series (8 hours)

The internet has forever changed the way the people shop and conduct
business. Even experienced marketing professionals need help navigating
the pitfalls of internet marketing. Integrating the marketing techniques
with modern technology is essential, learn more...

$999

Millenial Onboarding Phone Coaching Series (8 hours)

Millennial Onboarding is a specialized type of employee onboarding. With
Millennials we are seeing a need to tweak the onboarding process to
better suit the needs of the company and new hires. This will increase
productivity and produce a happier, learn more...

$999

Personal Productivity Phone Coaching Series (8 hours)

Maximizing Personal Productivity-- this is a goal most of us have. Through
this program you will be on the right track to achieve that goal. Some
people blame everything that goes wrong in their life on something or
someone else, but through this program, learn more...

$999

Mastering Public Speaking Phone Coaching Series (8 hours)

The Public Speaking program will teach you the fundamentals of public
speaking, including how to develop an engaging program and deliver your
presentation with power.

$999

Lead Yourself with confidence Phone Coaching Series (8 hours)

The Lead Yourself with Confidence and Assurance program will give you an
understanding of what assurance and confidence each mean (in general
and to you personally) and how to develop those feelings in your day-today life. Learn More…
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High Performing Teams Phone Coaching Series (8 hours)

For most of us, teamwork is a part of everyday life. Whether it’s at home,
in the community, or at work, we are often expected to be a functional
part of a performing team. This book will encourage participants to
explore the different aspects of a team, learn more...

$999

The Ring - Videos by Andrew Sercombe
The Ring – Review Video
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

The Ring – Meet Video
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

The Ring – Secure Video
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

The Ring – Befriend Video
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

The Ring – Learn Video
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...
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The Ring – Sort Video
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

$29.99

The Ring – Renovate Video
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

$29.99

The Ring – Test Video
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...
The Ring – Judge Video
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

$29.99

$29.99

The Ring – Accept Video
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

$29.99

The Ring – Embed Video
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

$29.99
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The Ring – Live Video
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

$29.99

The Ring Series Videos
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, Learn More...

Andrew Sercombe's Worksheets
Relationship Repair Kit
All of us get damaged by others in life. We are human beings who make
mistakes and we have the potential to damage others too. Of the billions
of people in this world, most have been damaged at some time or
another, some very seriously indeed, learn more...
SALADD Worksheet
To INCREASE each 'SALADD' Element, focus on building it in OTHERS. As
you do so you will find it being returned to you. Help others grow, and you
will too.Give others affection and you will receive more affection. Know
how to use the Language of a Living, learn more...
Words That Work Worksheet
So how can you make your words more effective, more useful, more
influential? How can you make your words ‘work’ better, rather than
merely adding to the incessant flow? By choosing to speak more carefully
when it matters - choosing WHAT you say, and HOW you say it, and to
WHOM.
Fields of Strength Worksheet
This coaching is best in cases where you are facing any sort of bullying or
abuse, or other situations of perceived injustice or weakness. You will
increase your personal strength, corrects perceptions of power,
strengthen daily performance at work, learn more...
Dasa Worksheet
This DASA (Decide - Act - See - Adjust) coaching helps you create the steps
you need to arrive at your chosen destination-- steps which you can repeat
and practice as often as you like until you get your achievement skills
really sharp, learn more…
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The Shape You Are In Worksheet
This relaxing programme is designed to honour you, your life, your
aspirations, your longings and your power. The SHAPE programme is the
opposite of ‘try harder.' We will help you. Learn More…

$9.99

Powerchange Experience Worksheets
Powerchange Experience -Priorities Check & Admin Worksheet
The Powerchange Experience will lead you into a whole new world, a
world of rich, empowering, self-discovery. You’ll be surprised – mildly
shocked, even. And you’ll learn just how valuable you are. Your mind is a
living, growing, unstoppable generator.
Powerchange Experience -Your Opinions Count Worksheet
The Powerchange Experience will lead you into a whole new world, a
world of rich, empowering, self-discovery. You’ll be surprised – mildly
shocked, even. And you’ll learn just how valuable you are. Your mind is a
living, growing, unstoppable generator.

$2.99

$2.99

Powerchange Experience –Worth Worksheet
The Powerchange Experience will lead you into a whole new world, a
world of rich, empowering, self-discovery. You’ll be surprised – mildly
shocked, even. And you’ll learn just how valuable you are. Your mind is a
living, growing, unstoppable generator.

$2.99

Powerchange Experience –Purpose Worksheet
The Powerchange Experience will lead you into a whole new world, a
world of rich, empowering, self-discovery. You’ll be surprised – mildly
shocked, even. And you’ll learn just how valuable you are. Your mind is a
living, growing, unstoppable generator.

$2.99

Powerchange Experience -Designing an Attractive Future Worksheet
The Powerchange Experience will lead you into a whole new world, a
world of rich, empowering, self-discovery. You’ll be surprised – mildly
shocked, even. And you’ll learn just how valuable you are. Your mind is a
living, growing, unstoppable generator.

$2.99

Powerchange Experience -Rich/Poor Diagnostic Worksheet
The Powerchange Experience will lead you into a whole new world, a
world of rich, empowering, self-discovery. You’ll be surprised – mildly
shocked, even. And you’ll learn just how valuable you are. Your mind is a
living, growing, unstoppable generator.

$2.99

Powerchange Experience -The NOW Audit Worksheet
The Powerchange Experience will lead you into a whole new world, a
world of rich, empowering, self-discovery. You’ll be surprised – mildly
shocked, even. And you’ll learn just how valuable you are. Your mind is a
living, growing, unstoppable generator.
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Powerchange Experience -Riches Inventory Worksheet
The Powerchange Experience will lead you into a whole new world, a
world of rich, empowering, self-discovery. You’ll be surprised – mildly
shocked, even. And you’ll learn just how valuable you are. Your mind is a
living, growing, unstoppable generator.
Powerchange Experience -Contribution & Feedback O/v Worksheet
The Powerchange Experience will lead you into a whole new world, a
world of rich, empowering, self-discovery. You’ll be surprised – mildly
shocked, even. And you’ll learn just how valuable you are. Your mind is a
living, growing, unstoppable generator.
Powerchange Experience -Creating an Attractive Future Worksheet
The Powerchange Experience will lead you into a whole new world, a
world of rich, empowering, self-discovery. You’ll be surprised – mildly
shocked, even. And you’ll learn just how valuable you are. Your mind is a
living, growing, unstoppable generator.
Powerchange Experience -Getting from A to B Worksheet
The Powerchange Experience will lead you into a whole new world, a
world of rich, empowering, self-discovery. You’ll be surprised – mildly
shocked, even. And you’ll learn just how valuable you are. Your mind is a
living, growing, unstoppable generator.
The Powerchange Experience Worksheet Bundle
The Powerchange Experience will lead you into a whole new world, a
world of rich, empowering, self-discovery. You’ll be surprised – mildly
shocked, even. And you’ll learn just how valuable you are. Your mind is a
living, growing, unstoppable generator.

$2.99

$2.99

$2.99

$2.99

$19.99

The Ring Worksheets
The Ring - Meet Worksheet
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more

$2.99

The Ring - Secure Worksheet
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...
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The Ring - Befriend Worksheet
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

$2.99

The Ring - Learn Worksheet
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

$2.99

The Ring - Sort Worksheet
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

$2.99

The Ring - Renovate Worksheet
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

$2.99

The Ring - Test Worksheet
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

$2.99

The Ring – Judge Worksheet
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...
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The Ring - Accept Worksheet
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

$2.99

The Ring - Embed Worksheet
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

$2.99

The Ring – Live Worksheet
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

$2.99

The Ring Worksheet Bundle
The 12-stage coaching system we use to coach our clients. It is a brilliant
way to get the results the client needs quickly and effectively. The Ring
guarantees change for your client. It is simply not possible to complete
The Ring and not be a different, learn more...

$19.99

The Powerchange Course Worksheets
The Powerchange Course – Start Here Worksheet
The Powerchange Course is a ten-session personal development
programme. We will coach you without pressure, and help you take a
fresh look at you life, rethink your choices, and get more rewarding
results. We’ve filled each 2-hour unit of The Powerchange Course with
good things that have the potential to help you make your life more like
you want it to be–satisfying, fulfilled, and happy.
The Powerchange Course – Equip Yourself Worksheet
The Powerchange Course is a ten-session personal development
programme. We will coach you without pressure, and help you take a
fresh look at you life, rethink your choices, and get more rewarding
results. We’ve filled each 2-hour unit of The Powerchange Course with
good things that have the potential to help you make your life more like
you want it to be–satisfying, fulfilled, and happy.
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The Powerchange Course – Redraw Your Boundaries Worksheet
The Powerchange Course is a ten-session personal development
programme. We will coach you without pressure, and help you take a
fresh look at you life, rethink your choices, and get more rewarding
results. We’ve filled each 2-hour unit of The Powerchange Course with
good things that have the potential to help you make your life more like
you want it to be–satisfying, fulfilled, and happy.
The Powerchange Course – Repair Relationships Worksheet
The Powerchange Course is a ten-session personal development
programme. We will coach you without pressure, and help you take a
fresh look at you life, rethink your choices, and get more rewarding
results. We’ve filled each 2-hour unit of The Powerchange Course with
good things that have the potential to help you make your life more like
you want it to be–satisfying, fulfilled, and happy.
The Powerchange Course – Develop Your Strength Worksheet
The Powerchange Course is a ten-session personal development
programme. We will coach you without pressure, and help you take a
fresh look at you life, rethink your choices, and get more rewarding
results. We’ve filled each 2-hour unit of The Powerchange Course with
good things that have the potential to help you make your life more like
you want it to be–satisfying, fulfilled, and happy.
The Powerchange Course – Connect Well Worksheet
The Powerchange Course is a ten-session personal development
programme. We will coach you without pressure, and help you take a
fresh look at you life, rethink your choices, and get more rewarding
results. We’ve filled each 2-hour unit of The Powerchange Course with
good things that have the potential to help you make your life more like
you want it to be–satisfying, fulfilled, and happy.
The Powerchange Course – Make Good Decisions Worksheet
The Powerchange Course is a ten-session personal development
programme. We will coach you without pressure, and help you take a
fresh look at you life, rethink your choices, and get more rewarding
results. We’ve filled each 2-hour unit of The Powerchange Course with
good things that have the potential to help you make your life more like
you want it to be–satisfying, fulfilled, and happy.
The Powerchange Course – Overcome Worksheet
The Powerchange Course is a ten-session personal development
programme. We will coach you without pressure, and help you take a
fresh look at you life, rethink your choices, and get more rewarding
results. We’ve filled each 2-hour unit of The Powerchange Course with
good things that have the potential to help you make your life more like
you want it to be–satisfying, fulfilled, and happy.
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The Powerchange Course – Lead the Way Worksheet
The Powerchange Course is a ten-session personal development
programme. We will coach you without pressure, and help you take a
fresh look at you life, rethink your choices, and get more rewarding
results. We’ve filled each 2-hour unit of The Powerchange Course with
good things that have the potential to help you make your life more like
you want it to be–satisfying, fulfilled, and happy.
The Powerchange Course – Liberate Your Future
The Powerchange Course is a ten-session personal development
programme. We will coach you without pressure, and help you take a
fresh look at you life, rethink your choices, and get more rewarding
results. We’ve filled each 2-hour unit of The Powerchange Course with
good things that have the potential to help you make your life more like
you want it to be–satisfying, fulfilled, and happy.
The Powerchange Course Worksheet Bundle
The Powerchange Course is a ten-session personal development
programme. We will coach you without pressure, and help you take a
fresh look at you life, rethink your choices, and get more rewarding
results. We’ve filled each 2-hour unit of The Powerchange Course with
good things that have the potential to help you make your life more like
you want it to be–satisfying, fulfilled, and happy.

$2.99

$2.99

$19.99

Stretch Course Worksheets
Stretch Course – Coaching for Achievement Worksheet
Are you ready to experience some questions that seem simple, but really
get inside you and start changing the way you think about what you do?

Stretch Course – Coaching for Performance Worksheet
Are you ready to experience some questions that seem simple, but really
get inside you and start changing the way you think about what you do?

Stretch Course – Five Weeks Stretch Journal Workshop
Are you ready to experience some questions that seem simple, but really
get inside you and start changing the way you think about what you do?

Stretch Worksheet Bundle
Are you ready to experience some questions that seem simple, but really
get inside you and start changing the way you think about what you do?
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